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Home gives a sense of security & well-being. Itâ€™s the one place your kid looks to, the place you look
forward to returning at the end of a back-breaking day at work. But once a house is burgled it no
longer represents a safe haven. People spend sleepless nights later worrying over future attacks &
break-ins. The one place which appeared the safest now appears like a war-zone with each
movement being met with suspicion. To avoid all these you need to install a good security system
for your home. Having a high quality home burglar alarm installed gets you the worriless sleep that
you always dreamt of. No uninvited visitor will go unnoticed with reliable burglar alarm monitoring.

Now the question arises whether to install a wired alarm system or go for wireless home alarm?
Both have their own pros & cons & you have to make your choice depending on the type of house
you live in. if the house is being newly built then it will be wiser to have the wired alarm system
installed during construction itself. Once the house is already built, getting a hard-wired system is a
tough job with too much drilling & physical labour involved. Save yourself the expenses & instead
wire up the house when building it. Of course changing it later may also incur quite a lot of
expenditure. Wireless home alarm systems are preferred these days more for their portability &
advanced technology like add-ons & plug-ins. With a good wireless system your house remains truly
secured at all times. The only issue with these systems are pertaining to their connectivity. When
battery powers down or something else goes wrong with the hardware, users complain of low
reception. However that happens rarely, so for the record wireless security is always preferred.

Wireless alarm monitoring is also important as it allows you to regulate the security of your home no
matter where you are. Most security systems be it wired or wireless are connected to lines of
communication often phone lines & are activated when there is a security breach. Having your
smart phone connected to the wireless home alarm is however preferred. Good security companies
like Centex Security have a 24X7 customer service which is ready to take emergency calls should
your phone not be reachable. With Centex Security, security system monitoring is pretty easy. All
you need is a smart phone & internet connection & with just a few clicks you can real time videos of
whatâ€™s happening in your home. This awesome feature provides you with mobility & the sense of
safety that youâ€™ve always looked for. Easy to install & affordable, Centex Security answers all your
needs at one go!
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